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Abstract: Eyelids, eyelashes and shadows are three major challenges for effective iris segmentation, which have
not been adequately addressed in the current literature. In this paper, we present a novel method for Iris
recognition (IR) based on color images. Firstly; extracting of the color values from Iris images using RGB color
space, which is represented as vectors in the form of 3D-RGB color space. Secondly; determine the center pupil
and external contour of iris circle. Thirdly; taking a sub Iris image to extracted the iris print, then merge the three
sub image in one array to make the aggregation. Then, a smart prediction model is established to determine an
appropriate threshold for eyelash and (eyelid or shadow) detection. Finally; Fourier Fast Transform (FFT) is
used to recognize the Iris print. Our proposed method has been applied on 100 Iris images which obtained from
CASIA iris images database. Experimental results on the challenging CASIA-iris image database demonstrate
that the proposed method outperforms state-of-the-art methods in both accuracy and speed, where the overall
accuracy results of the recognition rate and error rate are equal to 98.82%, 1.18% respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

Iris segmentation is one of several major processing
steps in an iris recognition task. Because it defines the
effective region that will be used for  feature extraction
and therefore is directly belong to the classification
accuracy. A particularly important issue involved in iris
segmentation is the localization of eyelashes, eyelids and
shadows. eyelashes, eyelids and shadows localization is
very important because the iris is almost always partially
occluded by eyelashes, eyelids and shadows (Figure 1), Fig. 1: Successful EES localization results [1]
which will increase the danger of false rejection and false
acceptance if not properly excluded [1]. be partially avoided by excluding a predefined eyelashes,

Moreover, efficient eyelashes, eyelids and shadows eyelids and shadows region, this is insufficient and will
localization is very difficult Due to many reasons. First, inevitably cause loss in recognition accuracy. Therefore,
the shape irregularity of eyelids makes accurate eyelid an efficient eyelashes, eyelids and shadows localization
localization challenging. Second, the variation of the method is highly desirable [1, 2].
intensity and amount of eyelashes and shadows in Iris segmentation is an essential module in iris
individual iris images usually makes it hard to determine recognition. The main goal of iris segmentation step is to
a proper threshold for eyelashes and shadows detection. determine the suitable region of the iris for recognition
Although  eyelashes,  eyelids and shadows occlusion can purposes  [3].  Basically  this  region is  determined by the
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pupil and sclera. However, frequently iris texture regions and highly noisy images:, pupillary and limbic boundaries
are overlying by lower and upper eyelashes, eyelids, determination, eyelid localization and eyelash and shadow
shadows, light reflections, etc. Therefore, iris detection [2].
segmentation also includes localizing the eyelids and With rapid advance of popularization of biometric
eliminating the effect of occlusions caused by the light applications and electronic technologies, the production
reflections, eyelashes and shadows. The quality of the cost of much specialized biometric equipment, including
adopted iris segmentation method affects directly the eye/iris image cameras, has become lower and lower [2].
overall iris recognition accuracy. On one hand, it is crucial Simultaneously, the quality of captured eye/iris images
for high quality of extracted iris features that will be used has become higher and higher. No doubt better iris image
for recognition, while, on the other hand, it is a quality can contribute to even higher performance of iris
determinant of biometrically real-time response due to fact recognition systems and also simplification of iris
that it is the most time-consuming module in an iris segmentation algorithms without compromising the
recognition system [2]. recognition performance. Also, it is worth mentioning that

Among many research works focusing on iris occluded iris areas invariantly have their iris texture
segmentation approaches, there are two well-known information lost. Fortunately redundant information
algorithms,  reported,  respectively,  by Wildes [4] and provided by the extracted iris features is able to minimize,
John  [5].  Wildes  in  [4],  used  Hough transforms to if not to completely eliminate, the bad effect of iris area
locate iris boundaries, while, John, in [5], applied an occlusion. Therefore, aiming at efficient and real-time iris
integrodifferential operator to delimitate the circular segmentation, in this paper, we describe a new heuristic
boundaries of irises. Both algorithms give good approach-based iris segmentation algorithm. The
performances but computationally are highly time- proposed method should attend simultaneously real-time
consuming. Moreover, both segmentation methods do application requirements and high iris image segmentation
not take into the consideration the obstructions caused accuracies, without impacting the desired final iris
by reflections, eyelashes, eyelids and shadows. In order recognition performance [2, 6].
to overcome these drawbacks, initially many subsequent Khan et al. [10] implemented a biometric technique
research works attempted to optimize the methods based for user identification using the iris image. Firstly; edge
on circular modeling [2, 6]. detection algorithm was used for iris image segmentation,

Sooner after, deeper investigations focusing on then the disk shaped area of iris was transformed into
occlusion detection, such as and specular reflection rectangular form. Since the image is in high resolution it
detection, eyelash and eyelid, were reported [2]. Most will require a soaring number of neurons in the input layer,
approaches for occlusion detection were rely on the if the image data is directly clamped to the neural network
obstruction objects’ edge detection. recently, some model will make the problem irrepressible. High resolution
scientific groups have concentrated their research studies of the iris image to solve this problem is required through
on so-called nonideal iris images, for instance, non- compression of data using a bottleneck network. Back
circular and non-concentric iris images [2, 3, 6, 7, 8]. propagation algorithm was used in the recognition stage

Based on the above previous literature, there are and trained based on the compressed data. The overall
three important and challenging problems in the iris image accuracy of the proposed system was 95.2% after
segmentation: (a) real-time iris recognition in practical reasonable training.
applications. Among many tentative approaches for Sgroi et al. [11] Used the iris texture pattern to
solving  these  challenging problems; (b) adequate investigate the relative age (such as young / old) of a
treatment for occlusions caused by reflections, eyelids, person and obtained accuracy of 64%. Authors
eyelashes, etc.; (c) precise determination of pupillary and recommended that it is possible to determine the age
limbic boundaries, especially for nonideal iris and noisy group of a person via iris image. Nine filters are applied in
images [2, 9], recently Zhaofeng et al. [9] have proposed their work in order to get the texture features. 
a novel algorithm which dealing with great parts of these A new method was proposed instead of using the
challenges and problems with the intention of fast iris traditional methods in Xu [12]. Therefore; iris images are
segmentation performance and achieving accurate. More normalized and features vector is extracted. At the
accurate, the algorithm intends to solve most occlusion beginning; global features of the iris will be extracted by
problems, especially on reflection removal, iris detection wavelet  filter  and  then  the  local  features   are  extracted
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using Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) method.
At the end; different weights are used to obtain the
similarity distance between them.

Abbasi et al. [13] Iris texture pattern can be used for
biometric identification and verification of a person from
a large dataset. The authors critically evaluate different
iris recognition methods for both non-cooperative and
cooperative databases. Their work comes to conclusion Fig. 2: The flowchart of the proposed iris segmentation
that iris segmentation is an essential part of the algorithm with its main processing steps
recognition system. Detection of the iris and pupil
boundary, blur and noisy image, iris localization, Pupil and Iris Detection: The module of pupil and iris
elimination of eyelid, eyelash and reflection areas in lesser detection was designed to localize iris and pupillary
time is challenging tasks for off angle images. To solve boundaries. More precisely, the module is will be
this challenges researchers divided the iris image into responsible for performing the following four processing
several regions. Whereas; matching of small portion can steps, namely: (1) converting the color images into
classify an individual that increases the results of overall grayscale images, (2) binary image generation
accuracy. Also the high resolution of the iris images plays (binarization ), (3) pupil and iris boundaries localization
important role for enhancing the performance of the iris and spectral removal, (4) Extracted the iris print, (5)
recognition system. detected the sub iris print, (6) Normalized images. A

The Research Method: As mentioned in the previous procedures that will be involved is given below. For
section, many researchers they did their own research further explanation purpose, Figure 2 below, illustrates the
based on iris recognition and many different iris flowchart of the proposed iris segmentation algorithm
segmentation methods have been proposed in the with its main processing steps.
literature. Unfortunately, many of them are inapplicable for In this paper, we assume that a pupil and the iris has
real time applications, or present relatively high or circular shape. Therefore, under this assumption, pupil
unacceptable segmentation error rates. Thus; the error in detection consists of localization of the center of the pupil
iris image segmentation means failure in correctly circle and estimation of the radius of the circular pupillary
localizing and/or isolating iris texture regions (pattern of boundaries. But, due to specular reflections on the
interest) for subsequent iris feature extraction and pupillary region, the pupil detection (the determination of
classification. In other words, being unsuccessful in the center and radius) may not be easily executed [2].
correct iris image segmentation will compromise the Therefore, a specular reflection removal procedure also is
overall iris recognition accuracy rate. The proposed iris needed and pre-performed. The sub-regions in the pupil
image segmentation algorithm in this paper consists of area where specular reflections occur should be isolated
three major modules, namely pupil detection, limbic in advance; then, the specular reflections can be
boundary localization (external contour of the iris) and eliminated.
eyelid/eyelash detection. The image processing
procedures was implemented in these modules and Converting to Gray Scale: The process starts with
designed in order to be executed sequentially without converting the color iris images into a gray scale image to
redundancy and repetition and to minimize the overall enhance the external contours of pupil and iris and
processing time. Moreover, our implemented algorithms enhance appearance of them. Images were converted to
avoid the unnecessary processing over image regions grayscale by separating it into three grayscale images
that do not include relevant information for iris image (red, green and blue images). Thus; the outer circle of Iris
segmentation and consequently iris recognition. This localized by applying canny edge function based on the
paper provides a new algorithm for iris recognition based grayscale images ( red, green and blue images), the
on coloured images. Based on the previous work coloured proposed algorithm obtained the binary image, by utilizing
images have more advantages such as three dimension a cropping operation applied in order to remove the
representations for color's values [14]. unwanted  parts  (unnecessary  background)  of the image

detailed description for each step in the processing
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Fig. 3: The external contour of the pupil and iris objects

usually peripheral to the area of interest and to obtain the
pattern of interest as well as the existing artifacts such as
written labels [15, 16]. Cropping operation will be done
through bounding box. Figure 3 shows an example iris
image after cropping image.

Binary Image Generation: Eyelashes and shadows (ES) Fig. 4: The Threshold Value which lie between 0.1 to 0.3
are another source of occlusion and they are challenges respectively
for iris segmentation. The basic idea of our solution is to
extract an appropriate threshold for ES detection via a
statistically established prediction model. The most
visible property of ES is that they are generally darker
than their backgrounds (eyelids or iris), a straightforward
detection strategy is therefore thresholding. However,
usually it is hard to get a proper threshold due to the
variation of the intensity and amount of ES between
individual iris images. This processing step has the
following main objective: to learn the grey level
distribution of the images in order to be able to obtain the Fig. 5: Shows the Diameter, Center and Radius of the iris
whole pupil area, as well as the sub-regions inside the
pupillary regions where specular reflections appear. Most
importantly, this learning procedure will allow us to
determine an optimal threshold value for binary image
generation. Here; in this work the threshold value is As shown in Figure 5 the diameter is the longest
between 0 and 1. The edge will be appeared or declined, chord in the circle, by taking any point on the external
Figure 4 shows threshold value and edges view. For contour of the circle and measure the distance between
further explanation about threshold refer to [14]. this point and every point on external contour of the

In this work, the proposed algorithms used different circle, the maximum distance is the diameter of external
threshold values in order to determine the suitable contour of the circle, calculating the radius by dividing
threshold value, eliminates the unnecessary lines and diameter on 2 [17].
edges, enhance the external contours appearance of pupil
and iris circles and to complete the remaining process of where X , Y  are center pupil coordinate, (x  + y ), (x  + y )
calculating accurately the distinctive features that will be are the begin and end coordinate of the diameter
used for iris recognition. respectively.

Pupil Center and Iris Boundaries Localization: As Extracted the Iris Print: The Iris has expansion which
mentioned previously, in this work, we assume that depended on light, the proposed algorithm determined the
pupillary and iris boundaries are circularly modeled. inner radius arbitrary, by taking the maximum's expansion.
Therefore, boundary detection consists of estimating the Where, If the distance between the center pupil and any
pupil center (X , Y ) and radius (R ) of the pupil circle pixel in the cropped image (which is as a rectangularc c c

based on the binary image obtained in the previous shape) gather more than inner radius and less than the
section. outer  radius,  these  pixels  will  be  in  the  Iris  print area.

c c 1 2 2
1
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Fig. 6: The Eyelash and Eyelid Noises

Fig. 7: The visualization of histogram technique for the angle is equal to zero as first assumption. The algorithm
whole iris and the sub iris determines four quarters by the following rules:

The obtained pixel's will be stored in the data base in If the angle pixels between 0° and 90° the angle will
order to represent the Iris print. Moreover; there are three be in the first quarter.
rectangular shapes which belong to red, green and blue If the angle pixels between 90° and 180° the angle will
images. be in the second quarter.

Detected the Sub Iris Print Image: As mentioned before; angle will be in the third quarter.
eyelash  and  eyelid  made a noise detection (refer to If the angle pixels between 270° and 360° the angle
Figure 6) in the matching part, to avoid noises the will be in the fourth quarter.
algorithm takes sub part (refer to figure ) from Iris print.
Experimentally; by utilizing histogram technique the The proposed algorithm calculated the angle by
visualization of the extracted sub image is similar to the using following equation:
visualization of whole image as shown in Figure 7.

This work divides the Iris area into four quarters by
assuming four assumptions. For this purpose, two
pointers are used I for X axis and J for Y axis with different where dh is the distance between the pixel and center
angles   (0°,  90°,  180°,  270°)  as  shown  in  Figure 8. pupil.
The four assumptions as follow:

The first assumption is: IF i < X and j < Y –  = (180° – )

IF I = X  and J > Y  = 0° IF i > X and j > Y –  = (360° – )c c

The second assumption is: In order to take a sub set from Iris area as shown in

IF I = X  and J < Y  = 180° algorithm takes two parts, one from the right and the otherc c

Fig. 8: Determine the Angle of Sub Iris

The third assumption is:

IF J = Y  and I > X  = 90°c c

The fourth assumption is:

IF J = Y  and I < X  = 270°c c

The proposed algorithm determined the angle
between all pixels in the Iris area and the line, where the

If the angle pixels between the 180° and 270° the

IF i > X and j < Y –  = c c 1

c c 1

IF i < X and j > Y –  = (180° + )c c 1

c c 1

Figure 7 (to avoid the eyelids and eyelashes noise) the
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from the left. In the right part the angle will be greater than
310° and less than 45°, the left part the angle will be
greater than 135° and less than 225° as shown in Figure 8
below. Moreover; the angles values will be collected
based on the grayscale images (red, green, blue images)
and stored in two dimensions array.

Indeed, above rules gives the angle between 0° and
90° to find the real angle ( ) it must be add or subtract1

value from angle using this rules. Fig. 9: The position of the four drawn lines

Normalized Images: As mentioned before, the sub Iris is
extracted and aligned in the two dimension array. This
study applies Fourier Fast Transform (FFT) algorithm to
avoid rotation that may be occurred when the image
captured. The FFT will be used in this study, because FFT
causes less loss of data than the other algorithms, which
use the psycho visual characteristics. Each pixel in FFT
(matrix) has some similar features which belong to the
features in the original image [18]. Fig. 10: Representation  of  the  the  Rrate  and Erate for

Matching: In this work, the absolute mean value will be
used in order to recognize the iris print, where the Finding the Outer Circle: The implemented edge
absolute mean value will be calculated from the test detection algorithm used two methods in order to remove
images and compared with the calculated absolute value the nosey pixels and keep the outer circle. The first
from the template images. If the calculated absolute mean method employed in order to erasing the connected
value form tested images is matched with any calculated component of pixels that less than constant value (P = 70
absolute mean value from template images, the output will pixels), where the P value was determined experimentally.
be a identified person when the overall accuracy matching The second method is used to erase nosey pixels which
more than or equal to 95%, otherwise it will be an appear in the image and did not belong to the outer circle,
unidentified person. where second method will be achieved by drawn four line

Experimental Result pixels that less than P = 70, the Figure 9 below shows the
Edge Detection: The edges of the pupil and iris circles position of four drawn lines.
were detected using the edge detection method (we apply Experiments are carried out on 100 iris images, where
a gradient technique). The edge detection method finds the experimental results indicated that the proposed
edges by looking for local maxima of the gradient of the algorithm is efficient for the iris recognition problem, thus;
image. The gradient is calculated using the derivative of the proposed algorithm has been tested on one hundred
a Gaussian filter. The method uses thresholds values images based on different global template and the
which lie between (0 and 1) where the proposed implemented algorithm successively classified the iris
algorithms tested all values between 0.1 and 0.9 as shown images  with  high  accurate percentage. Table 2 and
in Table 1 below, the best value is (0.2) which was Figure 10 shows the efficiency of the proposed algorithm
determined experimentally. for each dataset (each set contains 10 images) and the

Edge detection method is used to detect strong and overall efficiency based on determining and extracting the
weak edges and include the weak edges in the output proposed features accurately, where the Recognition Rate
only if they are connected to strong edges. This method (Rrate), Error Rate (Erate), Normalized images (NLZ) and
is therefore less likely to be affected by noise and more Outer Circle detection (OC).
likely to detect true weak edges. The iris edges detection The overall accuracy results of the Recognition rate
goal is delimiting edge points of the region of interest (Rrate) and Error rate (Erate) are equal to 98.82%, 1.18%
obtained in the previous step. respectively.

10 different sets of data

over the obtained image in order to remove the connected
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Table 1: The edge detection rate with different threshold values
Threshold Value 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
Edge Detection Rate 95% 100% 98% 96% 70% 62% 50% 0% 0%

Table 2: The Rrate and Erate for 10 different sets of data.
Dataset Edge NLZ OC Center Iris print Sub iris Rrate Erate
Set1 10 9 10 9 9 9 9.33 0.67
Set2 10 10 9 10 10 10 9.83 0.17
Set3 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0
Set4 10 10 10 9 10 10 9.83 0.17
Set5 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0
Set6 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0
Set7 10 10 10 9 10 10 9.83 0.17
Set8 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0
Set9 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0
Set10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 0
Overall percentage 98.82% 1.18%

Table 3: The comparison of the proposed algorithm with other algorithms
Methods Accuracy
K. Roy [19] 97.21%
Jaehon Koh [20] 96.88%
Daugman [21] 96%
Geodesic Active Contours [22] 96.88%
Integrodifferential Operator [22] 82.76%
Hough transform (Masek method) [22] 93.77%
Proposed algorithm 98.82%

The proposed algorithm has been compared with
state of the art iris recognition algorithms [19, 20, 21, 22],
where the segmentation results of the proposed algorithm
are compared against the Roy [19], Jaehan [20],
Daugman’s [21] and Pawar et al. [22] algorithms, as they
are known to be the best iris recognition algorithms, as in
Table 3. For comparison purpose, Daugman’s algorithm is
also implemented in Matlab. According to the
experimental results on 100 images, the proposed
algorithm correctly segment the pupillary and limbic
boundaries with 98.82% accuracy while Daugman’s
algorithm shows 96% accuracy.

The comparison of the proposed algorithm with other
algorithms is shown in Table 3. Moreover; the proposed
algorithm has outperformed the previous methodologies
by obtaining significantly high accurate results. The
performance of the iris segmentation is affected by several
factors: a threshold for binarization, the number of
iterations for the evolving contour and blurring
parameters.

The comparison of the proposed algorithm with other
algorithms is shown in Table 3. Moreover; the proposed
algorithm has outperformed the previous methodologies
by obtaining significantly high accurate results. The
performance of the iris segmentation is affected by several

factors: a threshold for binarization, the number of
iterations for the evolving contour and blurring
parameters.

CONCLUSION

Iris recognition has gained much attention in the
recent years, due to the variety of potential applications
and the increasing computational power, which enables
effective implementation of algorithms for Iris recognition.
This work investigates how to develop a system to
recognize human Iris when the features are extracted from
part of the eye. Finally, the proposed algorithm proved
that the solution is practical. The solution presented in
this work provides a practical method for human
identification. In this work the implemented Iris
recognition system relies on the mathematical
measurements which needed to extract the appropriate
features. On the other hand, the biometrics features did
not  need  those  measurements;  they take the whole
image as pattern. The proposed algorithm successfully
extracted the Iris print from the images and efficiently also
avoided the eyelash and eyelid which makes the noise.
The image color values were beneficial to the proposed
algorithm. Moreover; the overall accuracy results of the
recognition rate and error rate are equal to 98.82%, 1.18%
respectively.
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